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MIN LEE:  Yeah, I was even par when I go on the tee and then I was thinking I have to 

make eagle-eagle or eagle-birdie to make the cut or have a chance to make the cut.  Then I 

just hit it and then I saw the ball bounce and roll, and all of a sudden it disappeared and I 

saw the people just hands up.  It was like, oh, God, made it.  Because I was thinking I have 

to make an ace and then I made it, so I pretty excited.  And then the next hole I hit a good 

tee shot and then I missed the second shot, but it end up good.  I just a little short but didn't 

make the eagle, but I happy with that. 

 

Q.  So when you get to that tee, I know you were saying you're thinking like I've got to 

do something.  Does that change your mindset or are you a little more aggressive 

aiming right at the pin or what's your approach to that? 

 

MIN LEE:  I'm just thinking I have to make ace but I'm still going through my routine, I didn't 

try to force anything, I just say okay, there's my target, there's my yardage, and I just hit it. 

 

Q.  Is this your first ace in a professional event? 

 

MIN LEE:  It's my first ace during competition so it's pretty excited. 

 

Q.  How many have you had in your career? 

 

MIN LEE:  This is the third one. 

 

Q.  So was it pretty cool to be out there and actually have the fans be out there 

screaming when it went in the hole? 

 

MIN LEE:  Yeah, because the first two I was practicing by myself, so it's only my dad or my 

friend with me.  And then I make -- like the people celebrate for me, I was like very happy 

because, you know, there's people see it. 

 

Q.  So what club did you hit? 

 

MIN LEE:  I had 61 to the pin but it's downwind, I had a little grip 7.  
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